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a b s t r a c t 

Multicast in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is an efficient way to deliver the same data to multiple sen- 

sor nodes. Reliable multicast in WSNs is desirable for critical tasks like code updation and query based 

data collection. The erroneous nature of the wireless medium coupled with limited resources of sensor 

nodes, makes the design of reliable multicast protocol a challenging task. In this paper, we propose a 

framework for reliable multicast transmission in WSNs using TDMA-based channel access which works 

on top of a Multicast Spanning Tree (MST) rooted at the base station. The existing TDMA-based MAC 

protocols do not provide any mechanism to handle the collision and explosion of feedback messages, and 

therefore, they cannot be used in the proposed framework to support reliable multicast. To handle this 

issue, we propose a TDMA-based reliable multicast MAC (TRM-MAC) protocol for WSNs. The TRM-MAC 

protocol is parametric in the sense that it can be used to trade-off between reliability and delay perfor- 

mance, as per the requirement of the underlying applications. We have analyzed the TRM-MAC protocol 

to evaluate its delay and reliability performance at different packet loss rates, and have also compared 

its performance with those of others using simulation study. Both simulation and analytical results show 

that the TRM-MAC protocol considerably improves the performance of multicast communication in WSNs. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

A WSN consists of a number of sensor nodes, which have lim-

ted energy, CPU power, and memory. The sensor nodes may run

ifferent applications for different tasks such as event detection,

ocalization, tracking, and monitoring. Such applications should be

pdated and configured multiple times during the lifetime of the

etwork. An update by transmitting the contents one by one to

ndividual sensor node would be very inefficient and would con-

ume a lot of resources such as bandwidth and energy. In this

ituation, multicasting can provide an efficient mechanism for up-

ating and configuring the applications running over sensor nodes

y reducing the number of transmitted packets. The diffusive na-

ure of the radio medium, also known as the Wireless Multicast

dvantage (WMA), makes the multicast operation more effective

n WSNs. Another example of multicast communication in WSNs

s on-demand data collection, where the base station (sink node)

ends a data query to a pre-specified group of sensor nodes ask-

ng them to send their sensory data. Moreover, the group of sen-

or nodes may not be known to the sink node beforehand. An ex-
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mple of such a query is “which sensor nodes have measured the

emperature above θ degree?”. A detailed discussion on multicast

ommunication in WSNs can be found in [26] . 

A WSN is usually multi-hop in nature, and therefore, direct

ransmission of multicast message from the sink to the sensor

odes is not possible. A straightforward solution to this problem

s to let the sensor nodes work as routers. In such a case, every

ode will relay the received multicast packet to its one-hop neigh-

ors. However, this approach can lead to a large number of re-

undant transmissions ( network flooding) , and defeat the purpose

f using multicast communication. Additionally, forwarding of the

ame packet in a proximity by multiple nodes, not only causes

astage of energy but also increases the chance of packet col-

ision, and therefore, affects the reliability of multicast transmis-

ion. This network flooding problem in WSNs is essentially handled

y restricting the set of forwarding nodes as much as possible,

hile still ensuring that all the group members receive the data.

o achieve this, a source-rooted multicast spanning tree (MST) is

onstructed, that contains all destinations (multicast group mem-

ers) along with a few additional internal nodes (routers). Out of

he many possible multicast trees, the tree to be selected, depends

pon the optimization goal, viz., minimizing delay, minimizing

nergy consumption of the nodes or maximizing the bandwidth

tilization. The issue of constructing MST with minimal cost is

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.04.018
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known as the Steiner-tree problem and it is known to be NP-

complete [8] . 

Although having such a multicast tree drastically reduces re-

dundant transmissions, it does not eliminate the possibility of

packet collisions among the routers. Moreover, the routers in

a proximity would simultaneously start forwarding the received

multicast messages and cause a high degree of message collision.

This situation of simultaneous data transmission is also known as

correlated-contention [6] . 

The above discussion suggests that, in order to achieve reli-

able multicast in WSNs, the underlying media access control (MAC)

protocol, should effectively handle the collisions due to correlated-

contention . In the literature, time division multiple access (TDMA)

and carrier sensing multiple access (CSMA) are the two major

approaches for media access in WSNs. Of these two approaches,

CSMA does not use any topology or clock information and resolves

the contention for every data transmission. Thus, it is highly robust

to any change in the network. But, as CSMA is based on the princi-

ple of “listen before talk“ (LBT), it does not specifically avoid simul-

taneous transmission or correlated-contention . On the other hand,

due to its collision-free and energy-efficient properties, TDMA is

more suitable as a MAC protocol in WSNs, particularly, in case of

correlated-contention , where CSMA and its variations are not able

to meet the requirements of the applications. There is always a re-

luctance to use TDMA as a choice for MAC protocol for WSNs due

to its synchronization requirement. However, the recent advance-

ment in the design of high-precision and low-cost crystal oscilla-

tors, together with large volume of research work to provide effi-

cient protocols for achieving high precision clock synchronization

among the nodes in WSNs, has attracted researchers to reconsider

TDMA-based solutions for WSNs. Additionally, the clock synchro-

nization is an essential feature of many sensor applications. 

Channel errors can occur in a WSN due to background noise

and varying properties of communication links. Therefore, merely

having an MST to avoid network flooding and an efficient MAC pro-

tocol to handle collisions due to correlated-contention , are not suf-

ficient to ensure reliable multicasting. Any reliable multicast pro-

tocol should also provide some mechanism to deal with packet

losses. In general, the reliable delivery in multi-hop wireless net-

works, is handled at either transport layer or MAC layer or at both

the layers. One of the first question is, whether to rely entirely

on end-to-end acknowledgement at transport layer or to addition-

ally use MAC layer acknowledgements and retransmissions. Due to

higher packet loss rate (PLR) in wireless networks, handling packet

losses only at transport layer can lead to higher delays and poor

bandwidth utilization. Additionally, for high packet loss rate , MAC

layer acknowledgements can keep the energy cost within reason-

able bounds, whereas the cost for the case with pure end-to-end

acknowledgement explodes [14] . Therefore, it becomes necessary

to deal with packet loss at MAC layer also in WSNs, and have a

balance of end-to-end vs. hop-by-hop reliability. 

Most of the wireless MAC protocols use Automatic Repeat re-

Quest (ARQ) to provide error control for unicast data transmission

because of its effectiveness and simplicity. Unfortunately, these

ARQ mechanisms cannot be used to ensure multicast transmission

reliability, because of following reasons. 

• There is no efficient mechanism to resolve the contention be-

tween feedback messages sent by the receivers of a multicast

packet. 

• In case, every receiver sends feedback on receipt of multicast

data, the delay incurred to receive the feedback would be very

high. 

These issues become crucial when the size of multicast group

is fairly large. The existing MAC layer protocols for reliable mul-

ticasting can be categorized under two major classes based on
eedback mechanisms used, viz. positive acknowledgement based

ACK-based) and negative acknowledgement based (NACK-based)

pproaches. In ACK-based protocols, each time a receiver correctly

eceives a packet, it returns a positive acknowledgment. Timeouts

re used by the sender to detect the loss of packets. In NACK-based

rotocols, the sender considers packet transmission as successful

ntil it receives a negative acknowledgement (NACK) from a re-

eiver. If the sender receives at least one NACK, it retransmits the

acket. The receiver does not send anything on successful recep-

ion of the packet. In this approach, the receiver has to check for

he lost packets. 

In this paper, we propose a TDMA-based Energy Aware MAC

TRM-MAC) protocol for reliable multicasting in WSNs. The pro-

ocol is based on a preexisting MST along with a TDMA slot-

chedule, specifying the slots at which the nodes can make their

ransmissions. The TDMA eliminates collisions, overhearing and

dle listening, which are the main sources of reliability degrada-

ion and energy consumption. To ensure the reliability of a par-

icular transmission at MAC layer, we have used a combination

f ACK-based and NACK-based approaches together with TDMA

nd prioritized-CSMA channel access mechanisms. Furthermore,

he proposed protocol is parametric in the sense that it can be

sed to trade-off reliability with energy and delay as per the re-

uirement of the underlying applications and also to balance the

ask of reliable multicasting between transport and MAC layers.

ote that, in WSNs, all nodes cooperate for a single task, and only

ne application run at any given time. The TRM-MAC protocol is

esigned for multicast (sink to sensors) applications, whereas for

onvergecast applications any MAC protocol available in the litera-

ure can be used. 

A detailed survey of MAC protocols for WSNs can be found in

12] . Proposed TRM-MAC protocol can be seen as one of the oper-

tional mode of a MAC protocol for sensor nodes, that is used only

n case of multicast applications. However, the proposed protocol

an be integrated with the existing TDMA based MAC protocols,

uch as IEEE 802.15.4 MAC in beacon mode, to facilitate multicast

nd convergecast transmissions in WSNs simultaneously. 

In summary, the major contribution of this paper is to achieve

eliable multicast at link layer which currently is not present in

xisting TDMA-based MAC protocols. For example, TDMA options

resent in 802.15.4-2006 MAC and its later revision, do not provide

ny mechanism to support reliable multicast, i.e., how to handle

he acknowledgement message explosion problem and the result-

ng collision among ACK messages. Additionally, we have proposed

 framework for reliable multicast transmission in WSNs based on

roposed TRM-MAC which runs on top of an existing MST rooted

t the base station. 

This paper extends our earlier work proposed in [5] , and makes

he following core contributions. 

• A method to select nodes that use ACK-based approach to im-

prove the reliability performance of the proposed scheme. 

• An algorithm to avoid the collision between NACK messages

by appropriately deciding the local ordering of nodes that use

NACK-based approach. This further improves the reliability of

the multicast data dissemination in WSNs. 

• Mathematical analysis of the proposed TRM-MAC protocol to

evaluate its performance in terms of delay and reliability. 

• Simulation of the proposed MAC protocol to evaluate its per-

formance after applying the above mentioned optimization

schemes. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 , we

iscuss the reliability requirement of multicast communication in

SNs. In Section 4 , we discuss the proposed framework for re-

iable multicast in WSNs. The detailed description of TRM-MAC

rotocol is covered in Section 5 . Section 6 analyses the perfor-
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ance of the TRM-MAC protocol in terms of delay and reliabil-

ty performance. Section 7 discusses the simulation results and

ection 8 concludes the paper with suggestions for future work. 

. Reliability requirement of multicast communication in WSNs

In unicast communications, reliability can be defined as the ra-

io of the number of packets successfully received at the destina-

ion to the total number of packets sent by the source. In WSNs,

tochastic delivery (less than 100 percent reliability) is permitted

or unicast communication (sensors → sink), because there is al-

ays some redundancy in the data being transmitted to the sink.

n case of multicast communication, the transmission of a packet

s considered as successful, only when the packet is received by

ll the multicast group members. According to this definition, the

ulticast communication (sink → sensors) in WSNs should have

uaranteed delivery (100 percent reliability), because, in this case,

e cannot allow a sensor node to receive only a fraction of the

ackets transmitted by the sink. For example, when a block of ap-

lication code needs to be distributed to a set of sensor nodes,

osing any packet makes the code block useless. In general, guar-

nteed delivery is challenging and costly in terms of energy and

andwidth expenditure, especially in multicast communication for

SNs, where a few group members may not receive the transmis-

ion either due to the presence of strong localized interference or

ome obstruction or due to fact that the battery of the nodes might

ave got exhausted. A relatively relaxed definition of reliable mul-

icast in WSNs can be given as the ratio of the number of sen-

or nodes that successfully received the multicast data to the total

umber of sensor nodes in the network belonging to the multicast

roup. We will use this definition to evaluate the performance of

roposed protocol in this paper. 

. Related work 

In this section, we discuss some of the existing research work

elated to reliable multicast in WSNs. The PSFQ (Pump Slowly

etch Quickly) protocol presented in [33] is designed to deliver a

umber of segments from a single source node to a subset of re-

eiver nodes in a WSN. The protocol consists of three basic prim-

tives: a pump operation, a fetch operation and a report opera-

ion. Using the pump operation, the sink node transmits all the

egments one by one, using MAC-layer broadcasts. When a node

eceives a new segment not yet seen, it stores it in an internal

ache. When the new segment is received in-sequence, a node

aits for some random time and forwards it. When the segment is

eceived out-of sequence, it is also stored, but instead of forward-

ng it, the node requests immediate retransmission of the missing

egments from any upstream neighbor using a NACK message in-

icating the missing segment(s) (fetch operation). As soon as the

ode receives the missing segments, it starts forwarding the seg-

ents in-sequence in the pumping mode. Forwarding segments in

rder ensures that the loss events do not propagate. The report op-

ration is requested by the sink node. The most distant nodes (as

ndicated by a TTL field in the packet) issue report packets indicat-

ng their own address and the received/missing segments. In this

ay, the sink can judge the progress of the code block dissemina-

ion. 

The scheme developed in the GARUDA [20] addresses a sim-

lar problem as PSFQ, namely, the reliable transfer of block data

rom a sink to all sensors or a significant part of the network.

ARUDA also uses a NACK-based scheme. GARUDA constructs an

pproximation to the minimum dominating set of the sensor net-

ork topology and the members of this set (called core mem-

ers) act as recovery servers for downstream core members and

eighboring non-core members. In RMST (Reliable Multi-Segment
ransport) [27] , the sink node and all intermediate nodes cache

egments and check the cache periodically for missing segments.

hen a node detects missing segments, it generates a NACK mes-

age which travels back to the source along the reinforced path.

y investigating different combinations of the above mechanisms,

t demonstrated that MAC-layer retransmissions are helpful in case

f higher packet loss rates. 

The protocols discussed above commonly use NACK-based ap-

roach to trigger retransmission and caching of data at multi-

le nodes to avoid the back pressure all the way up to the sink.

he success of these reliable multicast mechanisms highly depends

pon the underlaying MAC protocol, which should efficiently han-

le the collision, packet loss and sleep cycles of the sensor nodes. 

In [19] , a multicast protocol called BAM (Branch Aggregation

ulticast) is presented, which supports single hop link layer mul-

icast and multi-hop multicast via branch aggregation. VLM2 (Very

ightweight Mobile Multicast) [25] is a multicast routing protocol

or sensor nodes, which is implemented on top of the MAC proto-

ol. It provides multicast from a base station to any sensor node,

nicast connections from a sensor node to the base station. In [9] ,

he authors present an effective all-in-one solution for unicasting,

nycasting and multicasting in wireless sensor networks and wire-

ess mesh networks. Furthermore, there are several multicast so-

utions for WSNs which are based on the geographical position

f the sensor nodes in the network [15] . INFUSE [16] is a TDMA-

ased MAC protocol for data dissemination, and hence it greatly

educes the energy and time taken for flooding. However, the pro-

ocol in [16] deals with lossy channels by means of only implicit

cknowledgements. TREEFP [24] is another TDMA-based solution

hich provides energy efficient flooding in WSNs. It provides an

lgorithm for sleep and wakeup cycles, proposes a method to con-

truct an efficient flooding tree as per the delay requirement of the

pplication, and a heuristic to minimize the TDMA frame size. 

Many reliable multicast protocols have been proposed in the lit-

rature at MAC layer. The broadcast protocol, Broadcast Medium

indow (BMW) [31] , uses ACK-based approach. The source sends

ulticast frame to individual group members on a peer-to-peer ba-

is. The protocol provides high reliability with a very large over-

ead. If there are n members in the group, the message overhead

s n times the size of ACK message plus DATA. In [28] , an inter-

ediate approach is employed to reduce the feedback explosion

s well as access delay. After sending the multicast data to all re-

eiver nodes using a single transmission, the source sends request

o ACK (RAK) message to individual nodes one by one to confirm

he status of transmission. This approach imposes less overhead as

ompared to that in [31] and at the same time it does not re-

uire time synchronization between the nodes, which is required

n TDMA-based solutions. The protocol proposed in [21] reduces

he access delay further by completely eliminating the request to

CK (RAK) messages required to get individual feedback. This pro-

ocol uses time division multiple access (TDMA) and requires time

ynchronization among the receiver nodes to transmit feedback

essages at their allotted slots. The broadcast protocols proposed

n [21,28,31] could avoid the collision problem and ensure high re-

iability because of their deterministic nature. But, they still suffer

rom large access delay and feedback explosion, and are not suit-

ble when the group size is large. 

Kuri et al. [18] have proposed a novel mechanism, called leader

ased protocol (LBP), for reliable multicast with a very less ac-

ess delay. In LBP, one of the multicast receivers works as a leader

hich replies with an ACK frame. The LBP provides only probabilis-

ic reliability because reception of data at leader does not always

uarantee that the data has been received successfully at all the

eceivers. The access delay of LBP is the time required to transmit

ne ACK message, which is independent of the size of the multi-

ast group. 
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Fig. 1. An example of MST with nodes global ID ( gID ) and local ID ( lID ). 
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In the design of the above protocols, there is a general percep-

tion that access delay needs to be reduced as much as possible

while ensuring reliability at the same time. Only in the protocol

proposed in [18] , reliability has been sacrificed to some extent to

achieve the least access delay. 

4. Framework for reliable multicast in WSNs 

The WSNs have strict resource constraints and are usually de-

ployed by a single organization. Therefore, the traditional layered

design approach can be relaxed to provide efficient protocols for

services such as reliability. We believe that the problem of reli-

able multicast in WSNs should be considered as a single problem

across all the protocol layers, instead of independently handling

it at different layers. Additionally, reliability, delay and energy re-

quirements for a multicast application in WSNs are not static and

depend upon current channel conditions, nature of application and

availability of resources. Therefore, any solution for reliable multi-

cast in WSNs should support a mechanism to trade-off reliability

with delay and energy parameters. 

In the following, we propose a framework for reliable multicast

transmission in WSNs which consists of following three parts. This

framework can trade-off reliability with delay and energy parame-

ters. 

1. Multicast spanning tree (MST) construction : A spanning tree

with base station as the root is constructed to avoid network

flooding. The sensor nodes which are not part of the multi-

cast group can sleep while the multicast communication is in

progress. The child nodes of an internal node are assumed to

be ordered (starting from id 1). Note that the node IDs as per

this ordering are local among the child nodes of a particular

parent and local ID of a node is not the same as its global ID .

We use the notations gID as the global ID and lID i as the local

ID of node with i as its global ID, to distinguish between the

local and the global identity of the nodes. The terms internal-

child and leaf-child will be used for child nodes which are inter-

nal nodes and leaf nodes respectively. The internal-child nodes

of a parent will always have smaller local ID than the leaf-child

nodes of the same parent and the local IDs of the child nodes

of a parent begin with 1. Fig. 1 shows an example MST, where

a node with gID = 1 has got three children with gID = 7 , 8 and

3. Here, node with gID = 7 and gID = 8 are leaf-child nodes,

whereas node with gID = 3 is an internal-child node. Note that

the value of lID 3 is less than the value of lID 7 and lID 8 . 

2. TDMA slot scheduling: Each internal node is assigned a data

slot in which it can relay the multicast data received from its

parent. Only a few leaf nodes (depending upon MAC parameter,
nACK ) are assigned acknowledgement slots (having smaller du-

ration than data slot) in which they can transmit acknowledge-

ment messages to their parent. Note that the internal nodes re-

quire multicast scheduling to relay the data, while leaf nodes

only require unicast scheduling to transmit the acknowledge-

ments. In the broadcast/multicast scheduling mode, a node can

conflict with all the nodes within its two-hop distance. In the

unicast mode, a node can conflict with all the nodes which are

within one-hop distance of the receiver. A detailed list of con-

flict relations in wireless networks is given in [22] . We assume

that the sensor nodes are synchronized with respect to time.

We do not make any assumption about the algorithm used to

maintain the synchronization among the sensor nodes. A com-

prehensive list of synchronization protocols can be found in

[29,30] . 

3. TRM-MAC protocol: A MAC frame structure is defined to fa-

cilitate the transmission of data and feedback messages (ACK,

NACK) by the sensor nodes. To design an efficient link layer

feedback and retransmission scheme for reliable multicast, we

have essentially used a combination of implicit, positive and

negative acknowledgement schemes. The internal-child nodes

use implicit acknowledgement scheme in which they do not ex-

plicitly transmit ACK/NACK messages, on receipt of multicast

data from their parent. Instead, the acknowledgement is piggy-

backed at the time when they relay the multicast data received

from their parent. This approach ensures that the internal child

nodes do not need a separate slot to transmit their ACK, and it

also helps to reduce the control overhead. The NACK-based ap-

proach is better in terms of access delay as compared to ACK-

based approach, because, in NACK-based approach, the nodes

only transmit NACK message when they have not received the

data; whereas, in ACK-based approach, nodes transmit ACK

message when they receive the data, and do not transmit any-

thing when they do not receive the data. But, NACK-based ap-

proach requires the receiver to be capable of detecting packet

loss. We have used a novel approach to detect packet loss in

which a few of the leaf-child nodes use ACK-based approach

while the remaining leaf nodes use NACK-based approach. The

local ID of the nodes using ACK-based approach are always set

to be less than that of the nodes using NACK-based approach.

As shown in Fig. 1 , the local ID of node 7 ( lID 7 = 2) is less than

the local ID of node 8 ( lID 8 = 3) . The transmission of ACK mes-

sages by the leaf-child nodes using ACK-based approach would

trigger the packet loss detection at leaf-child nodes using NACK-

based approach, which did not receive the data. Note that the

leaf-child nodes using NACK-approach which have received the

data can simply go back to the sleep mode immediately after

receiving the data, and do not have to be awake to listen the

ACK messages transmitted by other leaf-child nodes using ACK-

approach. Increasing the number of leaf-child nodes, using ACK-

based approach, results in larger access delay, but would ensure

guaranteed frame loss detection at leaf-child nodes using NACK-

based approach, and therefore, provides higher reliability. The

number of nodes using ACK-based approach nACK , can be con-

veniently varied to tune the reliability of our protocol. At one

extreme, all the leaf-child nodes can be configured to use ACK-

based approach to attain high reliability. To avoid the problem

of NACK-explosion, if a leaf-child using NACK-based approach

receives a NACK message, then it does not transmit NACK mes-

sage even though it has not received the data. 

It is important to note that, in this paper, we have not pro-

ided any protocol to construct the MST and to perform the TDMA-

cheduling which are required during the part 1 and 2 of the pro-

osed framework respectively. The protocols for the construction

f MST in WSNs can be found in [13,23,32,34,35] . Similarly, a com-
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Table 1 

A list of parameters used related to the TRM-MAC protocol. 

Parameter Description 

nACK Number of leaf-child nodes which transmit a positive acknowledgement (ACK) message on successful reception of a 

multicast data transmitted by their parent. 

nRouters Number of internal-child nodes of a parent node. 

t data Time required to transmit a multicast-data at given data rate. 

t cca Time required to perform clear channel assessment. 

t ack Time required to transmit an ACK message at given data rate. 

t nack Time required to transmit a NACK message at given data rate. 

gID global ID of a node in multicast spanning tree (MST). 

lID i local ID of node with i as its global ID 

Fig. 2. TRM-MAC-frame structure. 
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rehensive survey of TDMA slot-scheduling for multihop wireless

etworks can be found in [17] . 

. TRM-MAC protocol 

In this section, we describe the proposed TRM-MAC protocol in

etail under the following heads. The Table 1 summarizes the de-

cription of various parameters related to the proposed protocol,

nd also, a couple of notations that we have use to describe the

rotocol. 

• Channel access mechanism for the transmission of DATA, ACK

and NACK messages. 

• Establishment of MAC-frame structure. 

• ARQ mechanism to support link layer feedback and retransmis-

sion. 

• Sleep and wakeup schedule to save the energy of sensor nodes.

.1. Channel access mechanism 

Fig. 2 shows the MAC-frame structure to facilitate the chan-

el access among the sensor nodes to transmit DATA, ACK or

ACK messages. As shown in Fig. 2 , the MAC-frame is subdivided

nto three parts, viz. contention-free-period-1 (CFP1), contention-

ree-period-2 (CFP2) and contention-access-period (CAP). 

CFP1 : The channel access mechanism employed in CFP1 portion

f the MAC-frame is TDMA, and it is used by the internal nodes to

elay the multicast data. The slot-size in this portion is equal to

he time required to transmit multicast data (at the current data

ate, t data ). The number of slots in CFP1 portion depends upon the

umber of internal nodes in MST and the algorithm used to per-

orm TDMA slot-scheduling for the internal nodes. 

CFP2 : The channel access mechanism employed in CFP2 portion

f the MAC-frame is also TDMA, and is used by the leaf nodes us-

ng ACK-based approach to transmit their ACK messages. The slot

ize in this portion is equal to the time required to transmit an

CK message ( t ack ), and it is usually smaller than the slot size in

FP1. The number of slots in this portion again depends upon the

umber of leaf nodes using ACK-based approach in the MST and

he algorithm used to perform TDMA slot-scheduling. 

CAP : The channel access mechanism employed in CAP portion

f the MAC-frame is prioritized -CSMA, in which a child node with

ocal id, j using NACK-based approach transmits a NACK message
n the CAP portion of MAC-frame, provided it finds the channel

dle for ( j − 1 − nRouters − nACK) ∗ t cca duration and it has not re-

eived the data. The t cca is the time required to perform clear

hannel assessment (CCA) by any sensor node to ensure that no

ther node is already transmitting, and nRouters is the number of

nternal-child nodes of its parent. The value of t cca is usually smaller

han t data , t ack and t nack . The reason for calling this mechanism as

rioritized -CSMA is that the nodes with smaller local ID value have

igher priority to access the channel as compared to the nodes

ith larger local ID value. The length of this portion would be

(α − 1) ∗ t cca + t nack , where α is the maximum number of leaf-child

odes using NACK-based approach at any internal node, in the net-

ork. Note that, the CCA operation may fail in the presence of hid-

en nodes, and therefore, the proposed prioritized -CSMA channel

ccess mechanism does not completely avoid the collision between

ACK messages. 

.2. Establishment of MAC-frame structure 

To setup the MAC-frame structure among the sensor nodes,

ach node need to know the time at which the frame starts, and

he size and the number of slots in the corresponding portions

CFP1, CFP2, CAP) of the MAC-frame. Note that TDMA-scheduling

as already been performed before the start of the multicast trans-

ission by the sink node and the nodes already know their slots

n the respective portions of the MAC-frame. The sink node, with

lot-id s , can start transmitting multicast data, whenever the appli-

ation wants to start the communication. The DATA message will

lso carry the additional information required by the other nodes

o calculate the frame boundaries. The sink node will also calcu-

ate the frame start time as t − (s − 1) ∗ t data , where t is the time

f start of the first transmission. Subsequently, on receipt of DATA

essage from a node with slot id u , the receiver node can calcu-

ate the frame start time as t − u ∗ t data , where t is the end time

f slot u . Note that the current time t is the same at all the sen-

or nodes, because the clocks are assumed to be synchronized. It

s to be noted that the MAC-frame starts at the same time at all

he nodes irrespective of the depth of MST. Moreover, in CFP1 por-

ion of the MAC-frame, communication type is broadcast, whereas

n the CFP2 portion of the MAC-frame, communication type is uni-

ast. These two parts are scheduled independently for TDMA using

 suitable TDMA slot scheduling algorithm such as the one given
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in [7] . The CAP portion of the MAC-frame does not require any

scheduling, and the length of this portion is sufficient to handle

the NACK transmission by leaf-child nodes, using prioritized -CSMA. 

5.3. Link layer feedback and retransmission scheme 

The feedback approach employed by a node in MST depends

upon its local ID. Following three cases are possible with respect

to the local ID of a node with gID = i . 

Case 1 ( lID i ≤ nRouters ): In this case, the node is an internal-

child and it would use the implicit acknowledgement scheme as dis-

cussed in Section 4 . It could be possible that, an internal-child may

receive a multicast packet to be relayed from its parent, while pre-

viously received packets are still pending to be relayed. In this case,

the internal-child node can also instruct its parent to delay further

transmission for a fixed number of frames (depending upon back-

logged packets), to avoid the buffer overrun problem. This delaying

of transmission by internal nodes would eventually reach to the

sink and avoid congestion in the network. 

Case 2 ( nRouters < lID i ≤ nRouters + nACK): In this case, the

node is a leaf-child and it would explicitly transmit an ACK mes-

sage (ACK-based approach) in the CFP2 portion of the MAC-frame

at its designated slot if it receives the data, otherwise; it does not

transmit anything. 

Case 3 ( lID i > nRouters + nACK): In this case, the node is a leaf-

child and it will explicitly transmit NACK message (NACK-based ap-

proach), if the following conditions are satisfied. 

• It did not receive the DATA message in the CFP1 portion of the

MAC-frame. 

• It received at least one ACK message in the CFP2 portion of the

MAC-frame. 

• It did not receive any NACK message while waiting to get the

access to the channel as per prioritized -CSMA, in the CAP por-

tion of the MAC-frame. 

Note that the data at a leaf-child node can also be received from

an internal node which is not its parent, provided the leaf-child

node is awake. This is due to the fact that the area covered by two

different internal nodes would not always be completely disjoint.

Similarly, the loss detection at a leaf-child could also be due to the

reception of an ACK message sent by the leaf-child of another par-

ent using ACK-based approach. 

Finally, an internal-child node would retransmit the data in its

designated slot, if it does not receive nACK number of ACKs or it

receives a NACK message in the CAP portion of MAC-frame against

its data transmission in the CFP1 portion of MAC-frame; otherwise,

it would assume the transmission as successful and transmit a new

data, if available. 

5.4. Sleep and wakeup schedule 

Traditionally, in multicast transmission, the receiver nodes are

assumed to be awake all the time. This is due to the fact that most

of the higher layer schemes for reliable multicast do not make

any assumption about the underlying MAC protocol. Moreover, the

MAC-layer solution for reliable multicast are mainly the extension

of stop-and-wait ARQ mechanisms for unicast transmission on top

of CSMA based MAC protocol. This does not allow the nodes to

sleep when they are not expecting any data and save power. 

In the proposed MAC-frame structure, an internal node needs

to be awake only during the following time-slots within the MAC-

frame. 

• At its own data transmission slot to relay the multicast data and

the data transmission slot of its parent node and its internal-

child nodes, to receive the multicast data, in the CFP1 portion

of the MAC-frame. 
• During the ACK transmission slots of its leaf-child nodes using

ACK-based approach in the CFP2 portion of the MAC-frame. 

• From the beginning of the CAP portion of the MAC-frame till it

receives any NACK message, only if it has received nACK num-

ber of ACKs in CFP2 portion. Otherwise, it can completely sleep

during the CAP portion. 

A leaf node using ACK-based approach needs to be awake only

uring the following time-slots within the MAC-frame. 

• At data transmission slot of its parent node to receive the mul-

ticast data, in the CFP1 portion of the MAC-frame. 

• During its ACK transmission slot in the CFP2 portion of the

MAC-frame, provided it has received the data. 

Finally, a leaf node using NACK-based approach needs to be

wake only during the following time-slots within the MAC-frame.

• At data transmission slot of its parent node to receive the mul-

ticast data in the CFP1 portion of the MAC-frame. 

• During the ACK transmission slots of other leaf-child nodes of

its parent using ACK-based approach, in the CFP2 portion of the

MAC-frame, provided it has not received the data. 

• During the CAP portion of the MAC-frame, provided it has not

received the data and received at least one ACK message in the

CFP2 portion of the MAC frame. 

.5. Selection of nodes using ACK-approach 

Although, we do not put any restriction on the selection of

odes using ACK-approach and NACK-approach among the leaf-

hild nodes of an internal node, the reliability performance of the

rotocol can vary across various possible selections. If there ex-

sts a leaf-child node with NACK-approach which is not a one-hop

eighbor of any other leaf-child node using ACK-approach, then it

ould not be able receive the ACK transmissions, and would fail

o detect the packet loss. The problem of selecting nACK number

f nodes which would use ACK-approach out of all leaf-child nodes

f a node j can be viewed as a slightly modified version of the

lassical maximum coverage problem (MCP) in computer science

11] . 

Let S 
′ 
i 

be the set of one-hop neighbors of a leaf-child node i

 gID = i ) of a node j , such that these neighbors are also the child

odes of node j and S i = S 
′ 
i 

⋃ { i } . Then we define the modified max-

mum coverage problem as follows. 

Modified Maximum Coverage Problem (MMCP): Given node j, 
a number nACK ≤ m and a collection of sets S = { S 1 , S 2 , ..., S m 

} , 
where m is the number of child nodes of node j and S i is de- 

fined as above, we have to select a subset S 
′ ⊆ S, such that ∣∣S ′ ∣∣ = nACK and the number of elements covered by S 

′ 
, i.e., ∣∣∣⋃ 

S i ∈ S ′ 
S i 

∣∣∣ is maximized. 

The maximum coverage problem is known to be NP-hard. But,

n MMCP the parent node need to check only m C nACK combina-

ions, which is a nACK 

th degree polynomial in m, and therefore,

he computational complexity of MMCP is of the order of O ( m 

nACK ).

lthough the computational complexity of MMCP is polynomial, it

ould not be suitable for sensor nodes with limited computational

esources to find S 
′ 
, since the value of nACK required to cover up

he entire set of child nodes of j may be quite large, and may also

pproach m /2. Note that, the value of m C nACK would be maximum

hen nACK = m/ 2 . 

Here, we use a greedy algorithm to select the nACK number

f leaf-child nodes of a node j which would use the ACK-based
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Fig. 3. An instance of modified maximum cover problem with nACK = 2 . 

Fig. 4. Comparison between random and greedy approaches to select the nodes 

which would use ACK-approach ( nACK = 2 ). 
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pproach. The proposed algorithm chooses a leaf-child node i of

 parent node j in each iteration, such that the set S i contains

he maximum uncovered leaf-child nodes of node j and repeat the

ame procedure for nACK number of times. An uncovered leaf-child

ode, at the beginning of a particular iteration is defined as the

ode which are not part of the set 
⋃ 

k ∈ C S k , where C is the set of

eaf-child nodes that have already been selected as the nodes which

ould use ACK-approach. The complexity of the proposed algo-

ithm is O ( m 

2 log m )), as there can be at most m iteration and each

teration may require at most m log m steps to sort the nodes in

rder to select the node i such that S i contains the maximum un-

overed leaf-child nodes. Note that, the number of uncovered nodes

n S i may change after each iteration and therefore the sorting has

o be performed in every iteration. 

Consider an internal node whose leaf-child nodes are scattered

n every direction, as shown in Fig. 3 . In this case, S 1 = { 1 , 2 , 6 } ,
 2 = { 1 , 2 , 3 , 7 } , S 3 = { 2 , 3 , 4 , 7 } , S 4 = { 3 , 4 , 5 , 7 , 8 } , S 5 = { 4 , 5 , 6 , 8 } ,
 6 = { 1 , 5 , 6 } , S 7 = { 2 , 3 , 4 , 7 } , S 8 = { 4 , 5 , 8 } . Note that the ID given

long with the nodes in the Fig. 3 are global (gID), as local IDs of

he nodes can be decided only after the selection of nodes using

CK-approach and NACK-approach. 

Fig. 4 shows the results of both the approaches (random and

reedy) for the problem instance shown in Fig. 3 . By random ap-

roach, we mean that all the combinations of nACK number of

odes out of m nodes have the equal probability to be selected.

e can see that the proposed greedy approach is able to cover all

he leaf-nodes of the parent whereas in case of a random selection,

ode 5 will not be able to receive the ACK messages sent by node

 or node 3. 

.6. Deciding local ordering of leaf-child nodes of an internal node 

As we mentioned in Section 4 that the child nodes of an inter-

al node are locally ordered (starting from id 1) by its parent. Ac-

ording to this local ordering, the internal-child nodes of a parent
ould have smaller lID value than the leaf-child nodes, and sim-

larly, the leaf-child node using ACK-approach would have smaller

ID value than the leaf-child nodes using NACK-approach (see Fig. 5 ).

As explained earlier, the channel access mechanism used by

he leaf-child nodes using NACK-approach in the CAP portion of

he MAC frame is prioritized-CSMA. In prioritized-CSMA access,

he time when a node can get the access to the channel depends

pon its relative position in the local ordering, defined by its par-

nt. The nodes with smaller lID value get higher priority to access

he channel as compared to the nodes with larger lID value. As

e mentioned in the Section 5 , in the presence of hidden nodes,

he CCA operation may fail, and consequently, the transmission of

ACK messages by the leaf nodes of a parent may collide. 

Fig. 6 depicts the situation for nACK = 2 and all the leaf-nodes

eceive multicast data sent by the parent except nodes 3 and 5. The

D given to a node in Fig. 6 refers to its local ID. Fig. 7 shows the

equence of actions taken by the receiver nodes for the example

iven in Fig. 6 . Note that both node 1 and 2 will send ACK mes-

ages since nACK = 2 . After listening an ACK message from node 2,

ode 3 will transmit an NACK message at the beginning of the CAP

ortion. Since node 3 and 5 are not in each others range, node 5

ould find the channel idle during slots 1 to 2, while node 3 is

ctually transmitting NACK message. Therefore, node 5 will start

ransmitting NACK message at slot 3 which would collide with

ACK transmission of node 3. 

The problem of providing local IDs to the nodes using NACK-

pproach can be viewed as the problem of assigning slots to the

odes within CAP portion, in which they can start their NACK

ransmission. These slots should be assigned in such a way that

he nodes which are not one-hop neighbors of each other should

ot get the slots within each others transmission duration. 

Formally, we define the above problem as follows. 

Let V be the set of nodes using NACK-approach and N v be 

the set of one one-hop neighbors in V for each node v ∈ V . 

We use the global IDs of the nodes to describe this problem. 

The problem is to find a mapping F : V → { 1 .. | V |} such that ∑ 

u ∈ V 

∑ 

v ∈ V 
G(u, v ) is minimum, where G : V × V → { 0 , 1 } is defined 

as, 

G(u, v ) = 

{
1 , u / ∈ N v and |F(u ) − F(v ) | < = s nack 

0 , otherwise, 

where s nack is the number of CAP slots in t nack duration. 

We propose an algorithm to be used by a parent node to decide

he local IDs of its child node which use NACK-approach. The local

D of nodes using ACK-approach will always be between nRouters +
 to nRouters + nACK. Therefore, a value of nRouters + nACK need to

e added to the local ID of the nodes assigned by the algorithm, to

et the actual local ID of the nodes using NACK-approach. 

The proposed algorithm uses a greedy based approach to min-

mize the function 

∑ 

u ∈ V 
∑ 

v ∈ V G(u, v ) , where V is the set of nodes

sing NACK-approach. The algorithm selects nodes one by one and

ssigns them local ID in the order they have been selected. Let

 i be the set of nodes that have been selected at the end of i th 

tep. Then, a node w from the set V − Q i would be selected in the

 + 1 st step such that 
∑ 

u ∈ Q i 
∑ 

v ∈ Q i G(u, v ) + 

∑ 

u ∈ Q i G(u, w ) , is min-

mum, i.e., the addition of node w would cause minimum incre-

ent to the value of 
∑ 

u ∈ Q i 
∑ 

v ∈ Q i G(u, v ) . In other words, the se-

ected node will have maximum number of neighbors in the set

 | i 
i −t nack 

, where Q | i 
i −t nack 

is the set of nodes that have been as-

igned local ID between i − t to i . 
nack 
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Fig. 5. Local ordering of child nodes of an internal node with gID = u that has k children with gID = u 1 , u 2 ...u k . 

Fig. 6. An example scenario. 

Fig. 7. Collision of NACK messages transmitted by node 3 and node 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Algorithm 1: Algorithm to calculate local ID of the child nodes 

procedure Local-Ordering(G, s nack ) 

i = 1 // index for local ID 

create a list Q // Initially list Q is empty 

while V − Q is not empty do 

create two lists L 1 and L 2 

for Each node w in V − Q do 

if i ≤ s nack then 

if | N w 

∩ Q| ≥ | N v ∩ Q| , ∀ v ∈ V − Q then 

select w and put it in the list L 1 

end if 

else 

if | N w 

∩ Q 

i 
i −s nack 

| ≥ | N v ∩ Q 

i 
i −s nack 

| , ∀ v ∈ V − Q then 

select w and put it in the list L 1 

end if 

end if 

end for 

for Each node w in L1 do 

if | N w 

∩ (V − Q ) | ≥ | N v ∩ (V − Q ) | , ∀ v ∈ L 1 then 

select w and put it in the list L 2 

end if 

end for 

select a node w from L 2 such that 

NodeID (w ) < NodeID (v ) , ∀ v ∈ L 2 

localID( w ) = i 

Add w to Q and remove it from V 

i = i +1 

Empty L1 and L2 

end while 

5  

a  

a

6

 

c  

a  

a

6

 

b  
It could be possible that there exist two or more nodes (say

w 

′ and w 

′ ′ ) in V − Q i such that 
∑ 

u ∈ Q i G(u, w 

′ ) = 

∑ 

v ∈ Q i G(u, w 

′′ ) . In
such a case, we select the node w that has got maximum number

of neighbors in the set V − Q i − w, i.e., |{ v : v ∈ V − Q i − w and v ∈
N w 

}| is maximum. The selection of a node in this manner at step

i + 1 ensures that the nodes which are left after the selection, will

have higher probability of being neighbor of newly added node.

This in turn helps to reduce the amount of increment to the func-

tion 

∑ 

u ∈ Q i +1 

∑ 

v ∈ Q i +1 
at the step i + 2 . The proposed algorithm for

the assignment of local ID to the nodes using NACK-approach is

given in Algorithm 1 . 

Table 3 shows the step by step execution of Algorithm 1 for the

example given in Fig. 6 . The set of one-hop neighbors in V for each

node v ∈ V in example 6, is given in Table 2 

We can see that the value of 
∑ 

u ∈ V 
∑ 

v ∈ V G(u, v ) for the local or-

dering (7,3,6,8,5,4) generated by our algorithm is 5, whereas, for

the initial local ordering (3,4,5,6,7,8), the value is 7. Note that the

optimal value of 
∑ 

u ∈ V 
∑ 

v ∈ V G(u, v ) is restricted by the degree of

nodes in the input graph. For example, in this case, the degree of

node 4 is only one, and therefore, we cannot avoid the conflict of

node 4 with at least two other nodes. Similarly, the degree of node
, 8 and 6 is 2, and therefore, the optimal value for the above ex-

mple is also 5 which is the same as the value achieved by our

lgorithm. 

. Performance analysis of TRM-MAC protocol 

In this section, we analyze the performance of TRM-MAC proto-

ol in terms of latency and reliability parameters. Throughout the

nalysis, we have used a number of different parameters and these

re together collected in Table 2 for easy reference. 

.1. Latency analysis 

Let T be the time when a multicast transmission is received

y all the nodes in MST. Our aim is to find the expected value of
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Table 2 

Neighbor table for nodes in ∈ V 

Node Id u N u 

1 {4, 6, 7} 

2 {3, 5, 7, 8} 

3 {2, 6, 7} 

4 {1} 

5 {2, 8} 

6 {1, 3, 7} 

7 {1, 2, 3, 6} 

8 {2, 5} 

Table 3 

Execution of Algorithm 1 for the example 

given in Fig. 6 . 

Iter Q V u 

1 {} {3 ,4,5,6,7,8} 7 

2 {7} {3 ,4,5,6,8} 3 

3 {7 ,3} {4 ,5,6,8} 6 

4 {7 ,3,6} {4 ,5,8} 8 

5 {7 ,3,6,8} {4 ,5} 5 

6 {7 ,3,6,8,5} {4} 4 

7 {7 ,3,6,8,5,4} {} –
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 , i.e., E[ T ]. Furthermore, we define depth (level) d i of a node i

 gID = i ) as the length of the path (number of hops) from node i

o the root node (base station), and height H of the MST as the

ength of the longest path from the root to a leaf node. 

Let T i be the time when a node i receives the multicast data

nd P 

j 
i 

be j th ancestor node of node i along the path from node

 to the base station, with P 

0 
i 

= i . The value of T i can be written

s, 

 i = T P 1 
i 

+ t i (1) 

In the above equation, t i is the time required by node i to re-

eive multicast data provided that its parent has already received

he same. After expanding the recurrent equation of T i , as given in

q. (1) , we get 

 i = 

d i ∑ 

j=1 

t P j−1 
i 

(2) 

The value of t i can be calculated as, 

 i = MF D ∗ R i (3) 

In the above equation, MFD is the duration of MAC frame and

 i is the number of retransmissions (MAC-frames) required to suc-

essfully receive multicast data by node i from its parent. Substi-

uting the value of t i from Eq. (3) in Eq. (2) , we get, 

 i = MF D 

d i ∑ 

j=1 

R P j−1 
i 

(4) 

Note that R i is a geometric random variable with parameter

(1 − p) , where p is the packet loss rate (PLR). In this analysis,

e have assumed homogeneous PLR throughout the network. Al-

hough this assumption is not true for many practical scenarios,

he value of p can be thought of as the PLR of the weakest link in

he network, which gives the worst case value of R i . Furthermore,

e assume that the random variables R i are independent and iden-

ically distributed (i.i.d). Let sumR i = 

∑ d i 
j=1 

R P j−1 
i 

, substituting the

alue of sumR i in Eq. (4) , we get 

 i = MF D ∗ sumR i (5) 

To calculate the value of sumR i , we use the well-known re-

ult which states that the sum of d independent and identically
i 
istributed geometric random variables with parameter 1 − p is

quivalent to a negative binomial random variable with parame-

ers d i and 1 − p. Therefore, 

 ( sumR i = m ) = 

(
m − 1 

d i − 1 

)
(1 − p) d i p m −d i , (6) 

here m = d i , d i + 1 , d i + 2 , . . . The value of T , i.e., the time when

 multicast transmission is received by all the nodes in MST, can be

pproximated by the time when all nodes at level H have received

he multicast transmission. These two definitions for T are not ex-

ctly same, because it could be possible that some node at level

ess than H has not received the data, even if all nodes at level

have received the multicast data. The probability that a node

t level less than H has not received the data given the fact that

ast node at level H has received the data, is very less. Moreover,

his probability would be even lesser, as we have considered PLR

or the poorest link in the network for our analysis. Intuitively, if

he farthest nodes with poorest link quality have received the data,

hen the nodes which are near to the base station with better path

uality should have received the data, before the farthest nodes.

oreover, the second definition ensures that all the internal nodes

hich are in the forwarding path of at least one node at level H,

ave received the data ( Table 4 ) . 

Let � be the set of all the nodes in MST which are at level H
nd R max be the number of frames elapsed before the last node in

receives the multicast transmission, i.e., maximum of | �| ran-

om variables distributed by the negative binomial distribution.

he value of R max can be written as, 

 max = max ({ sumR i : i ∈ �} ) (7) 

There is no closed-form formula available for the cumulative

istribution function (cdf) of negative binomial distribution, and

herefore, computing the expectation E[ R max ] is not straight for-

ard. We use the approximation results for expectation of maxi-

um of more than one random variables distributed by the nega-

ive binomial distribution, from an existing research work given in

10] . According to the results in [10] , the value of E[ R max ] can be

ritten as, 

[ R max ] ≈ log q | �| + (H − 1) log q log q | �| (8) 

In the above equation, q = 1 /p. Further simplifying Eq. (8) , we

et 

[ R max ] ≈ log e | �| 
log e q 

+ (H − 1) log q 

(
log e | �| 

log e q 

)

= 

log e | �| 
log e q 

+ (H − 1) l og q l og e | �| − (H − 1) l og q l og e q 

= 

1 

log e q 
( log e | �| + (H − 1) l og e l og e | �| 

− (H − 1) l og e l og e q ) (9) 

Next we calculate the value of | �|, i.e., the number of nodes

n MST at level H. Although the value of | �| highly depends upon

ode distribution, we consider a WSN with uniform node density

nd base station at the center. In this case, the number of nodes at

evel H can be approximated by the following equation. 

 �| = 

π ∗ H 

2 − π ∗ (H − 1) 2 

π ∗ H 

2 
∗ n 

= 

2 ∗ H − 1 

H 

2 
∗ n ≤ 2 

H 

∗ n (10) 

In the above equation, n is the total number of nodes in MST.

ubstituting the value of | �| from Eq. (10) in Eq. (9) we get 
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Table 4 

Notations used for the performance analysis of TRM-MAC protocol. 

Symbol Description 

T Time required by all the nodes in MST to receive the multicast transmission 

T i Time required by node i to receive multicast transmission 

t i Time required by node i to receive multicast transmission provided that its parent has already received the same 

d i Length of the path (number of hops) from node i to the root node 

H max ( d i : i ∈ MST ), i.e., length of the longest path from the root to a leaf node. 

P j 
i 

j th ancestor node of node i along the path from node i to the base station, with P 0 
i 

= i 

MFD MAC frame duration 

R i Number of retransmissions required by node i, to successfully receive multicast data from its parent. 

p Packet Loss Rate (PLR) 

� Set of nodes in MST at level H
f Reliability (Fraction of nodes which have successfully received the multicast data to the total number of nodes in MST). 

maxRetries Number of retransmissions performed by an internal node before discarding the transmission of a multicast data. 

Fig. 8. Expected runtime performance of TRM-MAC with respect to H. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Expected runtime performance of TRM-MAC with respect to p. 
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E[ R max ] = 

1 

log e q 

(
log e 

2 n 

H 

+ (H − 1) log e log e 
2 n 

H 

− (H − 1) l og e l og e q 

)
(11)

Finally, the value of E[ T ] can be calculated as, 

E[ T ] = E[ max ({T i : i ∈ �} )] 

= MF D ∗ E[ max ({ sumR i : i ∈ �} )] = MF D ∗ E[ R max ] 

= 

MF D 

log e q 

(
log e 

2 n 

H 

+ (H − 1) log e log e 
2 n 

H 

− (H − 1) l og e l og e q 

)
(12)

The value of MFD (MAC frame size) depends upon number of

internal nodes in MST, the TDMA-scheduling algorithm employed

to assign slots in CAP1 and CAP2 portions of the MAC frame, size

of multicast data and the underlying data transmission rate. 

Fig. 9 shows the variation in E [ R max ] with respect to p for differ-

ent H values keeping the number of nodes in the network as con-

stant, n = 500. The value of E [ R max ] increases with respect to in-

crease in PLR because of higher number of retransmissions at each

level of MST. Fig. 8 shows the variation in E [ R max ] with respect to

H. One way to interpret the quantity H is as the density of the

network. For a constant n , small value of H reflects the higher den-

sity networks because, in this case, most of the nodes are nearer

to the base station. Initially, the value of E [ R max ] increases with re-

spect to increase in H. But, after reaching a certain threshold level

it starts decreasing further. This is due to the fact that as the net-

work density decreases ( H increases), the number of nodes at level

H (| �|) decreases, and therefore, E [ R max ] starts decreasing. Further-

more, the threshold level after which the E [ R max ] starts decreasing,

increases with respect to increase in PLR. This is because the ef-
ect of PLR dominates over the effect of number of nodes in | �|

or high PLR values. 

.2. Reliability analysis 

We define the reliability of multicast transmission in WSN, as

he ratio of the number of sensor nodes that successfully received

he multicast data to the total number of sensor nodes in the MST,

nd denote it by f . The value of f can also be viewed as the prob-

bility of multicast data reception at an arbitrary node i in MST.

et � and � be the respective events that node i and its parent

eceived the multicast data transmitted by the base station. In that

ase, 

 (�) = P (�/φ) ∗ P (φ) + P (�/φ′ ) ∗ P (φ′ ) 
= P (�/φ) ∗ P (φ) ∵ P (�/φ′ ) = 0 

= (1 − p maxRetries ) ∗ P (φ) (13)

The value of P ( �) can be computed recursively in the follow-

ng manner. If the parent of node i is base station ( d i = 1 ), then

 (φ) = 1 as the base station is the source of multicast data. There-

ore, the value of P ( �) for all the nodes at level 1 is 1 − p maxRetries .

n general, the value of P ( �) for a node i will be 

 (�) = (1 − p maxRetries ) d i (14)

From Eq. (14) , it is clear that the probability of node i receiving

he multicast transmission depends upon the level at which it is

ituated in MST. Higher level implies lesser probability of packet

eception. The value of f for an arbitrary node i can be calculated

s follows. 

f = 

H ∑ 

l=1 

((1 − p maxRetries ) l ∗ P (d i = l)) (15)
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Fig. 10. Reliability performance of TRM-MAC with respect to p for different values 

of maxRetries. 
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Fig. 11. Reliability performance of TRM-MAC with respect to p for different values 

of H. 
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If we consider the WSN with uniform node density and base

tation at the center, the value of P (d i = l) can be expressed as the

atio of number of nodes at level l to the total number of nodes in

ST. That is, 

 (d i = l) = 

π ∗ l 2 − π ∗ (l − 1) 2 

π ∗ H 

2 

= 

2 ∗ l − 1 

H 

2 
(16) 

Substituting the value of P (d i = l) from Eq. (16) in Eq. (15) , we

et 

f = 

H ∑ 

l=1 

(
(1 − p maxRetries ) l ∗ 2 ∗ l − 1 

H 

2 

)

= 

2 

H 

2 

H ∑ 

l=1 

(
(1 − p maxRetries ) l ∗ l 

)
− 1 

H 

2 
∗

H ∑ 

l=1 

(
(1 − p maxRetries ) l 

)
= 

2 

H 

2 ∗ p maxRetries 

(
S − H ∗ (1 − p maxRetries ) H+1 

)
− 1 

H 

2 
∗ S 

= 

1 

H 

2 
∗ S ∗

(
2 − p maxRetries 

p maxRetries 

)
−

2 

H ∗ p maxRetries 
∗ (1 − p maxRetries ) H+1 , (17) 

here 

 = 

H ∑ 

l=1 

(
(1 − p maxRetries ) l 

)
= 

1 − (1 − p maxRetries ) H+1 

p maxRetries 
− 1 (18) 

Fig. 10 shows the variation in f with respect to p for different

axRetries values keeping H = 3 . It is obvious to see that the reli-

bility performance rapidly degrades with the increase in PLR. But,

s the number of retries increases, the reliability performance im-

roves considerably. Fig. 10 shows that for practical range of PLR

.1 to .3) for wireless networks, the reliability is more than 80%

or maxRetries > 1. Similarly, Fig. 11 shows the variation in f with

espect to p for different H values keeping maxRetries = 3 . The reli-

bility performance degrades with the increase in H , which is due

o the fact that nodes at longer distant from the base station have

esser probability to receive the multicast data. However, the effect

f H on the reliability performance is lesser than that compared

o the effect of maxRetries . Again, for practical range of PLR, the

eliability is more than 80% for H < 14 . 
. Simulation results 

We have simulated a multihop WSN with 200 nodes randomly

istributed over 250 m × 250 m area, using Castalia Simulator [3] ,

o study the performance of TRM-MAC protocol, in terms of reli-

bility, energy and delay parameters. The sensor nodes are based

n TelosB hardware platform that uses CC2420 transceiver [4] . The

ransceivers run at 250 kbps data rate and –3 dbm transmission

ower which approximately gives 40 m of transmission range, in

he absence of any interference. The lognormal shadowing chan-

el model is used to get accurate estimates for average path loss

t different receivers. The various values of path loss exponent and

aussian zero-mean random-variable are used to experiment with

ifferent PLR values ranging from 1% to 20%. The slot size in CFP1

nd CFP2 portion of the MAC frame is taken to be of 1.6 ms and .4

s respectively, which are sufficiently long for the transmission of

ATA frames of size less than 50 bytes and ACK frame of size less

han 10 bytes at 250 kbps data rate. The slot size in CAP portion is

ept at 128 μ s , which is equal to the time required by a node to

erform clear channel assessment (CCA). 

The reliability is calculated as the ratio of the number of nodes

hat receive the packet transmitted by the sink node to the total

umber of nodes in the multicast group. The delay is calculated

s the average of time duration from the instant when a packet is

ent to the instant when the packet is received at all the group

embers. 

To evaluate the performance of TRM-MAC in terms of energy

fficiency, we have used the following simplified energy consump-

ion model. 

 total = 

n ∑ 

i =1 

( ∑ 

j 

(P j ∗ t i j ) + 

∑ 

E trans 

) 

, (19) 

here the index j refers to different energy states of the

ransceiver of a sensor node, namely Sleep, Idle, Transmit and Re-

eive. P j refers to the power consumed by the transceiver of a sen-

or node in state j , whereas the term t i 
j 

refers to the time spent

y node i in state j . In order to get more realistic results, we have

lso considered the amount of energy ( E trans ) consumed during the

ransition from one state to another. The value of P j has been ob-

ained by multiplying the current consumption at –3 dm trans-

ission power and 250 kbps data rate with the supply voltage.

he data for current consumption and supply voltage are obtained

rom the data sheet of transceiver CC2420. Table 5 shows the ac-

ual power consumption values for different transceiver states that

e have considered in our simulation. 
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Table 5 

Energy consumption of transceiver CC2420 (Data 

Rate:250 kbps, Transmission Power: –3 dbm). 

State P[mW] Energy/bit [ μJ] 

Transmit 46 .08 0 .105 

Receive 56 .4 0 .128 

Idle 1 .28 .003 

Sleep .064 ≈ 0 

Fig. 12. A comparison of reliability performance between TRM-MAC and other 

schemes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 13. The effect of parameter maxRetries on the reliability performance of TRM- 

MAC. 

Fig. 14. The effect of parameter nACK on the reliability performance of TRM-MAC. 
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The experiment is performed as 10 0 0 simulation runs with ran-

dom node deployment for each run, to nullify the effect of spe-

cific network topology, and each simulation run consist of 10 0 0

packet transmissions. The final results are averaged over all 10 0 0

packet transmissions and 10 0 0 simulation runs. The simulation

results for the proposed protocol have been compared with the

schemes, which use MST with CSMA-based and TDMA-based MAC

respectively, with no MAC layer retransmission, and also with re-

liable multicast protocol, LBP proposed in [18] . The LBP is the ex-

tension of 802.11 MAC protocol [1] for reliable multicast transmis-

sion, in which, only a single child node, called leader, transmits

the ACK message. The LBP protocol can be seen as the CSMA with

retransmission. To simulate the performance of CSMA, we have

used IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol [2] in non-beacon mode. Simi-

larly, to perform slot assignment for TDMA-based channel access,

we have used a Distributed Time Slot Scheduling (DTSS) protocol

given in [7] . These protocols, in general, cover most of the existing

work discussed in Section 3 . To create the MST and perform TDMA

scheduling for TRM-MAC, we have used the algorithms given in

[34] and [7] respectively. 

Fig. 12 shows the reliability performance comparison between

TRM-MAC, TDMA, CSMA (IEEE 802.15.4 non-beacon mode) and LBP

(an extension of 802.11 to support multicast reliability) channel ac-

cess protocols, when used along with MST for reliable multicast

communication in WSNs. We have kept the value of maxRetries =
1 , for for each scenario, in the simulation experiment related to

Fig. 12 . The graph shows that the performance of CSMA (without

retransmission) is very poor and this is due to its inability to han-

dle collisions due to correlated-contention caused by simultaneous

relaying of multicast data by different internal nodes in a proxim-

ity. Furthermore, the problem of collision for CSMA becomes more

severe in case of small PLR which implies larger interference range

due to lesser path loss. The performance of LBP (CSMA with re-

transmission) is better than pure CSMA due to its capability to

retransmit in case of packet loss. However, it could be possible

that some of the child nodes did not get the packet, even if the

leader node has received it successfully. In such a situation, the
arent node will consider the transmission as successful, but it is

ctually not. Fig. 12 also shows that the performance of TDMA is

etter than that of CSMA since it is able to completely avoid the

roblem of collision. Although there is no retransmission mecha-

ism, the reliability of pure TDMA is limited by the PLR, which

ecomes unacceptable for higher values of PLR. The TRM-MAC fur-

her improves the performance of plain TDMA by incorporating the

ink layer retransmission by the internal nodes if one of their child

as not received the data. Note that, in this experiment, nACK = 0

hich specifies that the retransmission by an internal node will

nly happen if one of its internal-child has not received the data. 

Fig. 13 shows the improvement in reliability performance of

RM-MAC with respect to increase in maxRetries , while still keep-

ng nACK = 0 . It can be seen that the reliability performance starts

aturating and does not improve as the value of maxRetries in-

reases from 2 to 3. This is due to the fact that, even if a leaf-

hild node has not received the data, it will not transmit any feed-

ack message (ACK or NACK), since nACK = 0 , and consequently,

he internal node will not retransmit the data. Fig. 14 shows the

urther improvement in reliability performance of TRM-MAC with

espect to increase in nACK , while keeping maxretries = 3 . It can

e seen that we are able to achieve greater than 99% reliability

ith nACK = 1 for fairly high PLR ( < 15%). A small fraction ( < 1%) of

ailure rate is due to the fact that the leaf-child nodes using NACK-

ased approach may fail to detect a transmission, in case they did

ot receive the data and any ACK transmitted by the other nodes.

t the other extreme, nearly 100% reliability can be achieved by
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Fig. 15. The effect of parameter nACK on the delay performance of TRM-MAC. 

Fig. 16. The effect of parameter nACK on the energy consumption performance of 

TRM-MAC. 
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Fig. 17. The effect of parameter maxRetries on the energy consumption performance 

of TRM-MAC. 

Fig. 18. A comparison of energy performance between TRM-MAC and other similar 

schemes. 
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etting nACK equal to the total number of children that an internal

ode can have. 

Fig. 15 shows the average delay experienced by the nodes to re-

eive a multicast transmission sent by the sink node, with respect

o PLR for various nACK values. The delay increases with respect

o increase in PLR because of higher number of retransmissions.

he rate of increase is even more for larger values of nACK . This is

ecause of higher probability of packet loss detection at leaf-child

odes, than in case of smaller nACK values. The increase in delay

y a certain offset, for larger values of nACK , is due to larger length

f CFP2 portion within the MAC-frame. 

Fig. 16 shows the variation in energy consumption of nodes

ith respect to PLR for various nACK values. We have kept the

alue of maxRetries = 3 , for each protocol, in the simulation ex-

eriment related to Fig. 16 . In case of higher PLR, the energy con-

umption is also high due to a large number of retransmissions of

ulticast-data by the internal nodes. Additionally, as the PLR in-

reases, the nodes using NACK-approach often have to keep their

ransceiver active during the CFP2 portion of the MAC-superframe

o detect the packet loss by receiving the ACK frames transmitted

y the nodes using ACK-approach. However, the effect of nACK on

he energy consumption is not linear. For small PLR values, many

imes the leaf nodes using NACK-approach would successfully re-

eive the data transmitted in CFP1 portion of the MAC-superframe,

nd therefore, they could go to sleep mode immediately after the

nd of CFP1 portion. In this case, a major portion of energy con-

umption belongs to the transmission and reception of ACK mes-

ages by leaf nodes using ACK-based approach and their parent

odes respectively. This gives the reasoning for increase in energy
onsumption with respect to increase in nACK for small PLR val-

es. As opposed to this, for higher PLR values, as the value of

ACK increase, the energy consumption decreases. This is due to

he decrease in the number of ACK transmissions because, even if

he nACK value is high, all the nodes using ACK-approach may not

eceive the data. Secondly, as the number of nodes using NACK-

pproach would be lesser for higher values of nACK , (in case of

igh PLR) lesser number of NACK-based nodes would spent their

nergy during CFP2 as well as CAP portion of the MAC-superframe.

he above explanation can be summarized as: the rate of increase

n energy consumption with respect to PLR is lower for higher val-

es of nACK . Finally, the reason for approximately linear increase

n energy consumption with respect to increase in PLR, is due to

he fact that energy consumption in failed transmissions is lesser

s compared to the successful transmissions. Therefore, the energy

onsumption growth does exactly follow the growth of number of

otal number of transmissions as PLR increases. 

Fig. 17 shows the energy consumption performance of TRM-

AC with respect to increase in maxRetries , while keeping nACK =
 . It can be seen that after a certain PLR, the energy consumption

tarts saturating and does not increase further as PLR increases.

his is due to the fact that the value of maxRetries restricts the ac-

ual number of retransmissions at higher PLR, as the internal nodes

re not able to successfully forward the data even after a couple of

e-transmission attempts. 

Finally, Fig. 18 shows the comparison of TRM-MAC with other

chemes in terms of average energy consumed by a node. CSMA

oes not support any sleep and wakeup, and therefore, consumes
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maximum power. On the other hand, pure TDMA does not support

any retransmission scheme, and therefore, the internal nodes can

simply sleep immediately after transmission of data at their time

slots. The energy consumption of TRM-MAC is in between TDMA

and CSMA schemes. Furthermore, the energy consumption is less

for smaller values of nACK parameter, which can be used to trade-

off energy with reliability and delay parameter. 

8. Conclusions 

In this work, we have suggested a framework for reliable multi-

cast transmission in WSNs and proposed a TDMA-based MAC pro-

tocol with hybrid link layer and retransmission scheme within this

framework. One of the unique feature of TRM-MAC protocol is its

ability to trade-off reliability with delay and energy as per the re-

quirement of applications and channel conditions using maxRetries

and nACK parameters. The simulations and analytical results show

that the TRM-MAC protocol is able to considerably improve the re-

liability performance of multicast communication in WSNs while

ensuring reasonably low access delay at the same time. Addition-

ally, a high degree of reliability can be achieved, if a WSN uses

TRM-MAC protocol along with an end-to-end reliable multicast so-

lution at link layer and transport layer respectively by appropri-

ately partitioning the task of reliability at both these layers. 
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